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Product Objectives

Design an application that allows users to exchange/sell textbooks they do not use anymore or purchase one they need for a cheaper price

- Searching of users who need/want a specific textbook
- Help users find a use for their undesired textbooks
- Assisting user in finding a textbook that they need
- View conditions of the book and how popular a book is
Features

- The ability to search for textbooks that you need
- The ability to search for users that are looking for a textbook that you are selling
- The function to offer trades of your textbook for another textbook
Conceptual Design-Major Modules

- Articles information
- Articles listings display
- Sign up user page
- Users Profile page
- Create/edit/destroy post
Entity Relationship Diagram
Gantt chart
Application Function

- Sign up with verification of validation
- Login and Logout
- Create a post
- Edit user’s profile
- Edit and update post/listing
- Destroy/delete posts